
Start with creating a barrier around the eyebrow skin area, above & below the brows
using Vaseline

Please avoid getting the barrier products onto the eyebrow hairs as this will cause a
barrier on the hair, preventing the lotions from processing

We recommend using a mascara wand & Lash & Brow lift balm/ lash lift adhesive to
ensure brow hairs stay in the position where you have placed them

Apply the Lash Lift Adhesive/Balm in tiny sections starting from the inner brow area.
Apply small amounts of adhesive/balm onto the base of the brows. Using a mascara wand
pull the brow hairs upwards & press down any strong or stubborn hairs

Please take a look at the brows & make sure you are happy with the shape & that they are
as symmetrical as possible before applying the Lash & Brow Lift Lotions

Using a glue tray or a glue ring, pump a tiny amount of Step 1: lifting Lotion, using a
microfibre brush, gently apply to the root of each eyebrow

Then, work the lotion up from the root upwards to 0.5-1mm of the length of the brow
hairs

Leave this Step 1: Lift lotion Lotion on for the desired processing time

Once this has been processed, use a damp cotton wool pad to gently remove Step 1:
lifting Lotion

Apply Step 2: fixing Lotion & repeat the process as before

Once this has been processed using a damp cotton wool pad, gently remove Step 2: fixing
lotion 

Using a damp cotton pad ensure all traces of lotions & adhesive/balm have been removed
& the brows are completely clean before applying your brow tint

Tinting can be applied to give more definition to the laminated brows

Once you have tinted & are happy with the results, apply Eyebrow Balm to nourish the
brows. (This product is left on for 24 hrs)



Avoid getting the brows wet

We would recommend giving the client aftercare advice

Recommended processing times

Ultra-fine brow hairs - 3 minutes
Fine to Medium brow hairs - 5 minutes
Thick brow hairs- 6 minutes

 
 
 


